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COUNCIL TRANSMITTAL: LOS ANGELES HOUSING + COMMUNITY INVESTMENT 
DEPARTMENT TO AMEND “POLICY ON CONVERSION OF FORMER CRA/LA LOANS 
INTO SERVICE PAYBACK LOANS” TO INCLUDE ELIGIBLE HCIDLA LOANS AND TO 
REQUIRE YEARS OF SERVICE CREDITS TO BE VERIFIED AND COMPLETED IN FULL

SUMMARY

In accordance with Executive Directive No. 3, the General Manager of the Los Angeles Housing + 
Community Investment Department (HCIDLA) respectfully requests that your office review and approve 
this transmittal and forward it to the City Council for further consideration. Through this transmittal, 
HCIDLA seeks approval, and requests authority to convert HCIDLA loans into Service Payback Loans, 
with Council approval, for projects that qualify for conversion.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. That the Mayor review this transmittal and forward to City Council for further action;

II. That the City Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor:

A. AUTHORIZE THE GENERAL MANAGER OF HCIDLA, OR DESIGNEE, to amend “POLICY 
ON CONVERSION OF FORMER CRA/LA LOANS INTO SERVICE PAYBACK LOANS 
(Attachment A) in the following ways:

•n

i. ALLOW eligible HCIDLA loans to qualify for conversion into Service Payback Loans;

ii. AUTHORIZE HCIDLA to review project loan agreements to verify the number of years 
eligible for Service Payback credit; amend project loan agreements to convert the loans to
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Service Payback loans; credit and reduce the amount of indebtedness for the project (principal 
plus accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) per the years eligible for 
Service Payback credit; and re-convey the Deed of Trust when the loan (principal plus accrued 
interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) is fully paid off via Service Payback 
credits.

B. APPROVE the conversion of seven former CRA/LA projects and one HCIDLA project from 
residual receipts loans into Service Payback Loans, in accordance with the amended policy. 
HCIDLA has determined that these CRA/LA and HCIDLA loans (detailed in Table 1 and 2, below) 
are eligible for conversion into Service Payback Loans; and

TABLE 1: FORMER CRA/LA PROJECTS
PROJECT
NAME

LOAN NO. LOAN
BALANCE

ACCRUED
INTEREST

TOTAL
BALANCE

LOAN
MATURITY

BORROWER

$55,000.00 $67,147.46 $122,147.46Buchanan House CRA875563- 12/13/2019 Homes for Life 
Foundation001

$865,650.00 $817,923.92 $1,683,573.92His Sheltering 
Arms

CRA875596- 4/14/2024 His Sheltering 
Arms, Inc.001

$135,000.00 $227,113.87Los Angeles 
House of Ruth

CRA875525- 5/3/2019 Los Angeles 
House of Ruth

92,113.87
001

(Site 1)
$259,933.10 $124,494.57 $384,427.67Los Angeles 

House of Ruth 
(Site 2)

CRA872157- 10/5/2019 Los Angeles 
House of Ruth001

$93,700.00 $71,457.75 $165,157.75Restore - A 
Renewal Center 
for Women

CRA871554- 8/5/2017 Restore - A 
Renewal Center 
for Women, Inc.

001
CRA871554-
002

$175,000.00 $139,995.23 $314,995.23Gramercy Place 
Shelter

CRA875093- Deferred Jewish Family 
Service of Los 
Angeles

001

$341,560.00 $468,959.86 $810,519.86LA Family 
Housing

CRA875481- 11/29/2018 LA Family 
Housing Corp.001

TABLE 2: HCIDLA PROJECTS
PROJECT
NAME

LOAN NO. LOAN
BALANCE

ACCRUED
INTEREST

TOTAL
BALANCE

LOAN
MATURITY

BORROWER

$133,055.79 $2,782.75 $135,838.54Whitsett Avenue 
Project

BA0120 06/09/15 Activities for 
Retarded Children 
(ARC)

TOTAL: $2,058,898.89 $1,784,875.41 $3,843,774.30

C. AUTHORIZE THE GENERAL MANAGER OF HCIDLA, OR DESIGNEE, to extend the 
following loans for new loan maturity dates of 2020 in order to allow time to complete the 
conversion of the loans and verify service credits:

i. Whitsett Avenue Project
ii. Restore - A Renewal Center for Women loan
iii. LA Family Housing
iv. Los Angeles House of Ruth (Site 1)

The projects would need to be extended by five, three, two, and one year(s), respectively, since all 
four loans have matured and are currently in technical default.
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BACKGROUND

On August 17, 2016, the City Council approved the “Policy on Conversion of Former CRA/LA Loans 
into Service Payback Loans” (Policy) (C.F. No. 16-0714). A Service Payback Loan is defined as financial 
assistance that is repaid with the performance of specific services and obligations, in-lieu of monetary 
payments. HCIDLA requests approval to amend the Policy to include HCIDLA loans, effectively allowing 
HCIDLA loans, in addition to the aforementioned former CRA/LA loans, to be appropriately converted 
into Service Payback Loans.

The City Council also previously approved the Policy to amortize the amount of indebtedness (principal 
plus accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) over the same period of the term of the 
original loan. HCIDLA requests approval to revise the Policy to verify the number of years eligible for 
Service Payback credit, credit and reduce the amount of indebtedness for the project (principal plus 
accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) per the years eligible for Service Payback 
credit, and reconvey the Deed of Trust when the loan (principal plus accrued interest calculated up to the 
“loan conversion date”) is fully paid off via Service Payback credits.

HCIDLA has identified a number of loans - among other types of loans that might qualify for Service 
Payback Conversion - which are residual receipts, deferred loans, term loans, and renewable loans made 
to Borrowers that are nonprofit, social services providers and fund projects that, by nature of their use, are 
not income-generating. These projects have not generated cash flow in excess of operating expenses (to 
make residual receipts payments) since they began operations, and are not expected to generate such cash 
flow in the future. As such, the loan obligations remain on the borrower’s balance sheets, which negatively 
affects their ability to obtain additional financing to fund operations and to engage in long-term investment 
and planning. Converting these loans, both former CRA/LA and HCIDLA loans, would assist nonprofit 
service providers in fulfilling their mission by enabling them to improve their financial standing, obtain 
additional funding, and enhance operational services.

For example, the Whitsett Avenue Project is operated by Activities for Retarded Children (ARC), a 
nonprofit organization that provides housing and training on independent living skills to mentally disabled 
adults. The State of California provides funding to cover the costs of staff that provide individualized 
training to tenants. Most tenants receive Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits, which pay a portion 
of their housing costs; however, neither the project nor tenants receive other kinds of rental assistance to 
subsidize the balance of their monthly rental costs. Government grants to provide services onsite represent 
the bulk of ARC’s total revenues. As such, this project has not, and is not expected to, generate any 
positive project income to repay the loan.

Further examples include, but are not limited to, three projects that are domestic violence shelters where 
transitional housing and services are provided free-of-charge to victims of domestic violence. These 
projects provide the basic needs of shelter and safety, as well as medical services, mental health 
counseling, and educational services. Project operations are funded solely from grants, donations, and 
organizational fundraising. Project loan agreements state that “Inasmuch as no rents will be charged for 
units within the project, it is not anticipated that the project will generate any Residual Receipts.” 
Therefore, the residual receipts loan structure is not appropriate for such projects and the loans should 
have instead been structured with service payback provisions.

Table 3, below, provides a summary of the nonprofit organizations that operate the projects that HCIDLA 
is recommending for conversion into Service Payback Loans.
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TABLE 3: NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS RECOMMENDED FOR SERVICE PAYBACK LOANS
Project Name
Buchanan House

Project Type
Group Home

_____________________ Service Description___________________
Provides shared housing, services, and case management for low-
income, mentally ill residents.________________________________
Provides transitional beds for low income, homeless, and/or disabled 
women and their children in connection with its onsite alcoholism
recovery and supportive care program.__________________________
Provides transitional shelter beds and supportive services for homeless 
women and their children who are victims of domestic violence.

His Sheltering Arms Transitional
Housing

Los Angeles House of 
Ruth

Domestic 
Violence Shelter

(Site 1)
Los Angeles House of 
Ruth

Domestic 
Violence Shelter

Provides transitional shelter beds and supportive services for homeless 
women and their children who are victims of domestic violence.

(Site 2)
Restore - A Renewal 
Center for Women

Domestic 
Violence Shelter

Provides transitional shelter beds and supportive services for homeless 
women and their children who are victims of domestic violence.

Gramercy Place Shelter Transitional 
Housing 
Transitional 
Housing 
Group Home

Provides transitional shelter beds, counseling services, and case
management for homeless women and their children.______________
Provides transitional shelter beds, counseling services, and case 
management for homeless families (including single-parent families). 
Provides housing and training on independent living skills for mentally 
ill and/or disabled individuals.

LA Family Housing

Whitsett Avenue Project

Additionally, by awarding service payback credits only for the years for which services are provided at 
the project, the City will ensure that direct services (including but not limited to, domestic violence 
shelters, transitional housing, substance abuse rehabilitation, and mental health services) are provided for 
the full term of the loan agreement, prior to the Deed of Trust being reconveyed.

The eight recommended loans were made to seven mission-driven nonprofit organizations that provide 
social services to the community. HCIDLA hopes that by assisting its borrowers in providing services that 
help prevent homelessness, the City’s overall efforts to urgently address the homelessness crisis in Los 
Angeles will be furthered.

FISCAL IMPACT

There is no fiscal impact to the General Fund.
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POLICY ON CONVERSION OF FORMER CRA/LA LOANS INTO SERVICE PAYBACK LOANS

BACKGROUND

In April 2013, the Los Angeles Housing and Community Investment Department (HCIDLA) became the 
successor agency to the former Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles (CRA/LA) with 
respect to housing assets and housing functions. As part of the transfer of CRA/LA housing assets, HCIDLA 
assumed nearly 700 active loans, including amortized, deferred, homeownership, residual receipt, and conditional 
grant (also known as service payback) loan types. The former CRA/LA had a Policy on Conditional Grants that 
was approved by the City Council on January 24, 2007 (C.F. 06-2578), which included Section IV Conversion 
from Residual Receipts or Deferred Loans into Conditional Grants. HCIDLA is proposing the following Policy in 
order to provide guidance for HCIDLA to convert existing former CRA/LA residual receipts or deferred loans, 
which have been integrated into HCIDLA’s portfolio, into Service Payback loans. There are former CRA/LA 
residual receipts or deferred loans made to nonprofit service providers for facilities that are not, by the nature of 
their use, income producing. These loans accrue interest and the amount of indebtedness increases over time, with 
no foreseeable means of repayment.

PROPOSED POLICY

DEFINITIONS

• Service Provider - A nonprofit organization whose primary mission is to provide direct social services, 
including, but not limited to, domestic violence shelters, transitional housing, substance abuse rehabilitation, 
and mental health services. These social services are to be of benefit to the applicable redevelopment project 
areas and the Service Payback loan would expand the nonprofit organization’s ability to deliver services.

• Service Payback Loan - Financial assistance evidenced by a loan agreement, a Promissory Note when 
appropriate, and a recorded instrument. The recipient is required to perform specific services and obligations, 
and such performance will be credited toward repayment of the Note. A Service Payback loan is reduced 
when it is confirmed the agreed upon services are provided as stipulated in the loan agreement.

POLICY ON CONVERSION FROM CRA/LA RESIDUAL RECEIPTS OR DEFERRED LOANS

HCIDLA may convert former CRA/LA residual receipts or deferred loans to Service Payback Loans, under the 
following conditions:

The borrower is a Service Provider that has continually provided beneficial services to the community since 
the inception of the original loan in accordance with the project description, scope of development or use of 
site as described in the original loan agreement.

1.

HCIDLA determines that the facility has not generated, and is not expected to generate, rental income in 
excess of operating expenses (inclusive of onsite service costs).

2.
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The Service Payback loan requires annual services to be provided for at least the term of the original loan, and 
that the amount of indebtedness (including accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) is 
amortized over the same period.

3.

HCIDLA determines that any dollar amount reduced or credited for services toward repayment of the loan is 
commensurate with the value of services performed or is equivalent to the time period during which services 
were performed annually in accordance with specific loan conditions. If not, an extension beyond the original 
loan maturity date may be necessary.

4.

The amended Service Payback loans, which include the principal balance and accrued interest, in the amount 
of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000) or more, and any amendments thereto in excess of ten 
percent (10%) of the amount last approved by City Council, must be approved by the City Council. The 
amended Service Payback loans in the amount of less than Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000), 
and any amendments thereto of less than ten percent (10%) of the amount last approved by City Council, can 
be approved by the HCIDLA without requiring City Council’s action.

5.

The conversion of the loans are to be effected through the execution of loan amendments, in accordance with 
existing HCIDLA loan amendment policy and procedures, and subject to the review of the City Attorney as to 
form and legality. Upon conversion, the Service Payback loans would adhere to HCIDLA’s Service Payback 
Loan Adjustment Policy, which includes monitoring procedures to ensure that the agreed upon social services are 
being provided and the process by which the loan balance is reduced.

EFFECTIVE DATE

HCIDLA requests that this policy becomes effective immediately.

li:\(Di\) Portfolio ManageroenUCRA TransilionXShcltei Beds. Project (Loan Con version ProjcviYvTftuwm itui iXHCTDL A Policy on Conversion of! cans into Service Payback 1 omit- 081716.doc
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POLICY ON CONVERSION OF FORMER CRA/LA AND HCIDLA LOANS INTO SERVICE
PAYBACK LOANS

BACKGROUND

On August 20, 2016, the City Council approved the Policy on Conversion of Former CRA/LA Loans into Service 
Payback Loans (C.F. 16-0714). This policy was intended to provide guidance for the Los Angeles Housing and 
Community Investment Department (HCIDLA) to convert existing former CRA/LA residual receipts or deferred 
loans, which have been integrated into HCIDLA’s portfolio, into Service Payback loans. HCIDLA is proposing to 
revise this policy to include eligible loans within HCIDLA’s loan portfolio. There are residual receipts, deferred 
loans, term loans and renewable loans, among other loans that qualify for Service Payback Conversion, in 
HCIDLA’s loan portfolio that were made to nonprofit service providers for facilities that are not, by the nature of 
their use, income producing. These loans accrue interest and the amount of indebtedness increases over time, with 
no foreseeable means of repayment. In addition, HCIDLA is proposing to revise the policy to allow HCIDLA to 
credit and reduce the amount of indebtedness for the project (principal plus accrued interest calculated up to the 
“loan conversion date”) per the years eligible for Service Payback credit and reconvey the Deed of Trust when the 
loan (principal plus accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) is fully paid off via Service 
Payback credits.

REVISED POLICY

DEFINITIONS

Service Provider
including, but not limited to, domestic violence shelters, transitional housing, substance abuse rehabilitation, 
and mental health services. These social services are to be of benefit to the applicable redevelopment project 
areas and the Service Payback loan would expand the nonprofit organization’s ability to deliver services.

A nonprofit organization whose primary mission is to provide direct social services,

Service Payback Loan
recorded Deed of Trust. The recipient is required to perform specific services and obligations, and such 
performance will be credited toward repayment of the Promissory Note. A Service Payback loan balance is 
reduced when it is confirmed the agreed upon services are provided as stipulated in the loan agreement.

Financial assistance evidenced by a loan agreement, a Promissory Note, and a

POLICY ON CONVERSION FROM CRA/LA AND HCIDLA LOANS

HCIDLA may convert former CRA/LA and HCIDLA Loans (residual receipts, deferred loans, term loans and 
renewable loans, among other loans that qualify for Service Payback Conversion) to Service Payback Loans, 
under the following conditions:

1. The borrower is a Service Provider that has continually provided beneficial services to the community since 
the inception of the original loan in accordance with the project description, scope of development or use of 
site as described in the original loan agreement.

2. HCIDLA determines that the facility has not generated, and is not expected to generate, rental income in 
excess of operating expenses (inclusive of onsite service costs).

An Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action Employer
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HCIDLA determines the number of years eligible for Service Payback credit; credits and reduces the amount 
of indebtedness for the project (principal plus accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) per 
the years eligible for Service Payback credit; and reconveys the Deed of Trust when the loan (principal plus 
accrued interest calculated up to the “loan conversion date”) is fully paid off via Service Payback credits.

3.

HCIDLA determines that any dollar amount reduced or credited for services toward repayment of the loan is 
requisite with the value of services performed.

4.

The amended Service Payback loans, which include the principal balance and accrued interest, in the amount 
of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000) or more, and any amendments thereto in excess of ten 
percent (10%) of the amount last approved by City Council, must be approved by the City Council. The 
amended Service Payback loans in the amount of less than Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000), 
and any amendments thereto of less than ten percent (10%) of the amount last approved by City Council, can 
be approved by the HCIDLA without requiring City Council’s action.

5.

The conversion of the loans are to be effected through the execution of loan amendments, in accordance with 
existing HCIDLA loan amendment policy and procedures, and subject to the review of the City Attorney as to 
form and legality. Upon conversion, the Service Payback loans would adhere to HCIDLA’s Service Payback 
Loan Adjustment Policy, which includes monitoring procedures to ensure that the agreed upon social services are 
being provided and the process by which the loan balance is reduced.

EFFECTIVE DATE

HCIDLA requests that this policy becomes effective immediately.
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